The General Packet Radio Service (GPRS) extends the Global System Mobile Communication (GSM), by introducing a packet-switched transmission service. This paper analyses the GPRS behavior under critical conditions. In particular, we focus on outages, which significantly impact the GPRS dependability. In fact, during outage periods the cumulative number of users trying to access the service grows proportionally over time.
Introduction

GPRS (General Packet Radio Service) has been developed to enhance the Global System
Mobile Communication (GSM) system with the introduction of services based on a packet switching transmission technique. These services provide a more efficient use of the radio resources, by accommodating data sources that are bursty in nature, at lower costs for subscribers. Typical examples of applications producing bursty traffic are Internet applications, e.g. World Wide Web, FTP, Telnet and e-mails.
Work on GPRS started in 1994, and a standardization of the GPRS has been frozen by ETSI (European Telecommunications Standard Institute) in 1999. Analyses of the GPRS expected performance and dependability figures have been performed, essentially focusing on measures like throughput, delay for the end-to-end frame transmission, average number of attempts to win contention on the random access channel (e.g., [1] , [2] , [3] , [6] , [7] , [14] ).
As it is for most telecommunication systems, and particularly for its "always connected" vision, GPRS classifies as an availability-critical system and a significant effort is thus being devoted by systems manufacturers to improve availability. Availability is defined as the -2 - property of "readiness of usage" [10] , measured as the delivery of correct service with respect to alternation of correct-incorrect service. However, in the case of communication systems like GPRS, whose services are continuously required by users, the mere estimation of availability in terms of intervals of times the system is operational with respect to those in which the system is halted is not a satisfactory measure to know. In fact, it can be easily observed that, during the period of stoppage (outage), users requesting services accumulate, waiting to have their requests accepted as soon as the system is up again. At system restart, the GPRS must face an overload; the high number of requests leads to a higher probability of collisions to get access to system resources, with a negative impact on the offered quality of service 1 (QoS). The system requires some time to get over the congestion before getting back to the "normal" behavior, in which the nominal QoS is provided to users.
This work contributes to the analysis of GPRS by providing a modeling approach suitable for investigating on the effects of outage periods on the service provision, with special attention on the user perception of the QoS. Two different levels of modeling are considered.
The first one defines a GPRS network availability model, which focuses on the dependability of the various components of the GPRS infrastructure, while the other one defines a GPRS service dependability model, which builds upon the network availability model. The latter model is obtained from the model presented in [15] . It takes as input the detailed stochastic characterization of the outages that is obtained from the GPRS network availability model, and maps on it typical service requests pattern of GPRS applications. The resulting composed model allows bridging the gap between the classical network perspective commonly taken when studying the availability of telecommunications systems, and a user and application centric analysis of the dependability of services that can be provided through the packet data service of GPRS. Hierarchical/modular modeling is not a new methodology introduced in this paper; several studies on dependability analyses resorted to this approach in order to better cope with system complexity and state-space explosion problems (e.g. [8] , [9] , [11] ).
What is novel here is its application to GPRS availability analysis, to better integrate different perspectives/concerns. Also the work in [1] attempts, to a limited extent, a modular modeling of GPRS systems.
Both the two levels of modeling are built by resorting to the powerful modeling capabilities of Stochastic Activity Networks. Models are solved by simulation using the UltraSAN tool [13] . The tool allows defining in a very natural way the two-level hierarchy of models that compose the GPRS overall model. Indeed, the modular modeling approach of the tool facilitates the composition of the sub-models developed in the two levels of modeling.
This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we first introduce the aspects of the GPRS system that are relevant for the sake of the modeling and analysis conducted in the subsequent sections. We focus on the description of the architectural elements composing the Radio Access Network and the Core Network of GPRS, and we treat in specific detail the ALOHA random access procedure that plays a major role in the period immediately after an outage. Then, a brief introduction of Stochastic Activity Networks follows. Section 3 and Section 4 describe the GPRS network availability and service dependability model (together with a brief availability evaluation), respectively. The overall structure of the GPRS composed model, which represents the combination of the two modeling levels, is introduced in Section 5. Section 5 contains also the results of an evaluation campaign, aiming at quantitatively estimating the potential effects of outages on GPRS service dependability and at performing a sensitivity analysis to the most relevant parameters. Conclusions are in Section 6.
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Preliminaries
GPRS overview
The introduction of GPRS is a first step towards the full deployment of packet-data wireless networks. The use of the GSM circuit-switched transmission mode with data traffic, typically characterized by frequent alternation between activity and idle periods of the data source, results in an inefficient use of the scarce radio resources. In fact, in circuit switching allocation mechanisms with high set-up time as in GSM, it is necessary to allocate a channel to a Mobile Station (MS) for all its transmission time without taking into account its real activity during this time. The GPRS introduces a packet oriented data service for GSM with a more efficient packet switching allocation mechanism. An important goal of the GPRS technology is to make it possible for GSM license holders to share physical resources on a dynamic, flexible basis between packet data services and other GSM services. We briefly recall here the main characteristics of the GPRS [4] [5] . GSM, GPRS will include two new network elements that do not appear in the current GSM architecture, and that are collectively known as GPRS Support Nodes (GSN):
• The Serving GPRS Support Node (SGSN), at the same hierarchical level as the GSM component Mobile Switching Center (MSC), which keeps track of the individual MSs' location and performs security functions and access control. The SGSN is connected to the Base Station Subsystem (BSS) with Frame Relay;
• The Gateway GPRS Support node (GGSN), which provides inter-working with external packet-switched networks, and is connected with SGSN via an IP-based GPRS backbone network.
In order to access GPRS services, an MS first makes its presence known to the network by performing a GPRS attach. This operation establishes a logical link between the MS and the SGSN, and makes the MS available for SMS via GPRS, paging via SGSN and notification of incoming GPRS data. To send and receive GPRS data, the MS activates the packet data address it wants to use. This operation makes the MS known in the corresponding GGSN, and inter-working with external data networks can commence. User data is transferred transparently between MS and external networks with encapsulation and tunneling. Notice that the BSS is shared between GPRS and GSM network elements, to maintain compatibility and to keep low the investments needed to introduce the GPRS service. In fact, as far as the BSS subsystem is considered, the introduction of GPRS over an existent GSM network only requires a software upgrade.
The protocol pile of GPRS is shown in Figure 2 . The Sub Network Dependent Convergence Protocol (SNDCP) provides functionalities to map different network protocols onto logical link supported by the Logical Link Control (LLC) layer, which is responsible for moving user data between MSs and the network. The Radio Link Control (RLC) layer allows transmitting data across the air interface. A Medium Access Control (MAC) layer is introduced, to control data transmission in packet oriented mode. The RLC/MAC layer will ensure the concurrent access to radio resource among several MS. Each RLC block is divided in four normal bursts that have the same structure as GSM radio bursts, since GPRS shares the same physical layer as GSM. . In a cell that directly supports GPRS, a Master PDCH is allocated, to provide control and signaling information to start data transfer in both uplink and downlink directions, and to handle users mobility.
Among the logical channels that share the MPDCH, we focus on a specific channel dedicated to the uplink transmission of channel request: the Packet Random Access Channel (PRACH). When a mobile station needs to transmit, it has to send a channel request to the network through the PRACH. Since the network does not control the PRACH usage, the access method, based on a Random Access Procedure, may cause collisions among requests by different MSs. As it is observed during massive congestion events, such as New Year's Eve, the blocking on the PRACH may become a bottleneck of the system. This is the specific aspect of the GPRS addressed in this work, which therefore deserves a more detailed description [5] . The MSs get the access control parameters by listening to the Packet Broadcast Control CHannel (PBCCH). Such parameters are the number of maximum retransmissions M, the persistence level P and the parameters S and T. The MS is allowed to make a maximum of M+1 attempts to send a Packet Channel Request message. At the beginning of the procedure a timer is set (to 5 sec). At the expiry of this timer, the procedure, if still active, is aborted and a failure is indicated to the upper layer. The first attempt to send a Packet Channel Request can be initiated at the first possible TDMA frame containing PRACH. For each attempt, the mobile station extracts a random value R, and only if R is bigger than, or equal to, the persistence level P the station is allowed to send a Packet
Channel Request. After a request is issued, the MS waits for a time, dependent on S and T. If it does not receive the Packet Down-link Assignment (or a Packet Queuing) a new attempt is tried, if it is still allowed to make one, otherwise a failure is notified to the upper layer. From parameters S and T, the MS also determines the next TDMA frame in which a new attempt is possible, should the previous one be unsuccessful and a new attempt still allowed.
Under normal workload conditions, this retry mechanism is able to make the MS request to reach the BSS subsystem with a very high probability. Activities may have cases associated to them. Cases, represented graphically as circles on the right side of an activity, model uncertainty associated with the completion of an activity.
Each case stands for a possible outcome. The cases of an activity have a discrete probability distribution that may also be marking dependent. If no circles are shown on an activity, one case is assumed with probability of one.
Input gates and output gates are used to provide flexibility in specifying the markings in which an activity is enabled, and the marking changes that occur when the activity completes, respectively. Input gates consist of a predicate and a function. Output gates consist only of a function. Gate functions can use all of the statements available in the C language.
Join allows the composition of several SANs, while Rep allows the composition of replicas of one SAN, with a subset of the places shared among the SANs or all replicas -9 -respectively. SANs can be composed together only if common places have same name and initial marking and are not connected to the input side of an instantaneous activity. More details on SANs can be found in [12, 13] .
Availability modeling of GPRS
This section introduces the network availability model of GPRS. It presents an architectural view of GPRS availability, by building a model that represents the failure/repair behavior of the end-to-end transmission path from the MS up to the external IP networks.
System availability related aspects
The availability of the overall GPRS system basically depends on the availability of the MS, BTS, BSC, SGSN and GGSN network elements; i.e., the entities providing the service in the external packet data networks, plus some other GSM network components, used to authenticate and localize the mobile user, such as the Home Location Register (HLR) and
Visitors Location Register (VLR) databases. Moreover, the availability of the communication links between these units is also necessary for the system to be available from a user perception. These communication links include:
• Radio links between the MS and the BTS across the Um interface;
• E1 spans between a BTS and a BSC supporting the Abis interface;
• E1 spans from a BSC to a SGSN providing Gb interface;
• 100 BaseTs between SGSNs and GGSNs supporting Gn interface;
• E1 spans between SGSN and IP Backbone supporting the Gp interface;
• E1 spans between GGSN and IP Internet supporting the Gi interface.
The following assumptions have been made for the sake of building a manageable availability model of GPRS.
• One single GPRS cell is considered, and the mobility of users is not taken into consideration. These restrictions reduce the number of users that need to be taken into consideration, and at the same time do not impair the validity of our work. Indeed, our objective is to study the tail effects of outages on the population of a cell in a GPRS network. As far as the mobility is concerned, we assume that the users' movements are in equilibrium, with a stable average population.
• The Mobile Station is fault free; this is quite a realistic assumption, as mobile equipment is heavily tested, and its reliability figures are significantly better than those of the other network components.
• The reliability of the radio links will not be taken into consideration in this model. Failures in the radio link service are however implicitly modeled for the payload transmission, by considering their effects in the resulting bit rate at the LLC level.
• The pure GSM network elements, such as HLR and VLR, as well as all the links supporting the interface towards them, are not of interest in the modeling, as we consider a population of "always-on" GPRS users already attached to the single cell network.
• The external packet data network (Internet) is fault free, as well as the links supporting the Gi interface; the external IP networks, as well as the GSN nodes other than the serving ones, are outside the scope of this modeling study.
• The Gp interface is not supported. It is worthwhile remarking that several of the elements determining the network availability of GPRS are in fact redundant components. We will shortly describe in the following the various types of redundancy that may be deployed in the architecture of the system. The Gb interface between the BSC and the SGSN is deployed in a redundant fashion, with two Frame Relay switches as shown in Figure 4 . This is done to tolerate the outages typically caused by network-independent events (links cut). Only one of the links is actively working, whereas the second one is a spare, ready to be activated in case the first link stops working.
Both the SGSN and the GGSN network elements are deployed in a redundant N+M configuration, in which N modules are actively working in a load-sharing mode, and M modules are held in a cold spare state. In case of failure of one or more active modules, the spare modules are enabled to switch over and take the role of active modules.
Failed elements or links are mainly repaired through replacement. It is important observing that links repair time is usually among the major contributors to telecommunications systems downtime.
Model definition
We build the availability model of GPRS by using a Stochastic Activity Network approach [12] . For each of the network elements introduced in the previous section, we will define a separate SAN subnet. Joining the various subnets through the Join operator of UltraSAN allows defining in quite a natural way the overall GPRS availability model.
SAN subnets of the non redundant elements
The simple SAN subnet in Figure 5 models the availability of the BTS network component.
This same subnet (apart from obvious changes in the SAN elements) will be used to model all the other network elements for which no redundant deployment is foreseen, e.g. BSC, Abis E1 link, Gn E1 link. Place UNAVAILABLE is used to keep track of the availability of the BTS component together with that of the other GPRS components. In fact, for the non-redundant models, the UNAVAILABLE place is completely redundant, its marking being always equal to that of the down place of the subnet. The usefulness of this place will be explained in the following.
The firing time distributions and their related parameters are shown in Table 1 The SAN subnet showed in Figure 6 models the availability of the redundant links across the Gb interface. The SAN in Figure 6 is quite similar to the one presented in Figure 5 . The difference is found in the number of tokens that circulate in the model, which is equal to two to represent the double redundant Frame Relay link. Only one Frame Relay is active at the time. The active link fails according to the exponential failure rate of activity GbLINK_fail.
Figure 6: SAN model of the redundant Gb link
When the active link fails, the second one becomes active and therefore subject to fail. To model that, each firing of GbLINK_fail removes only one token from place GbLINK_up and puts it into place GbLINK_down. Activity GbLINK_repair fires with a deterministic time. A -14 -repair removes all tokens present in place GbLINK_down and puts them back into place
GbLINK_up through the output gate GbLINK_repair_all.
The output gate GbLINK_avail puts a token in place UNAVAILABLE when no more Frame
Relay connections are available. The token is removed when the subnet has two tokens in place GbLINK_down, and the repair gets completed.
The subnet distributions and their parameters are listed in Table 2 . The definition of the function executed in the output gates of the model is given in Table 3 . The SAN subnet in Figure 7 
Figure 7: SAN Model of SGSN
A token is put in place UNAVAILABLE whenever one active SGSN fails. Tokens are removed from UNAVAILABLE by the output gates SGSN_avail and SGSN_after_repair, according to the rules specified in Table 5 . The rationale behind this token game is that the token remains in place UNAVAILABLE only during the switch-on time of spare components, or when no more spares can take over and the SGSN has to wait for the repair.
The full definition of distributions and gates for the subnet is given in Table 4 and The overall network availability model is obtained from the subnets defined above by joining them with the SAN Join operator. The UltraSAN composed model is shown in Figure 8 . All the subnets are joined over the common place UNAVAILABLE. This implies that a single UNAVAILABLE place will exist in the model, with all subnets using that same place.
As a result, the number of tokens in place UNAVAILABLE will represent the number of unavailable network elements of the GPRS system.
The advantage of this definition of the common place is the easiness in the definition of the availability measures. Indeed, it is enough to check the marking of place UNAVAILABLE to verify whether the GPRS infrastructure is available or not. This same place will be exported to the upper-level model of service availability.
Evaluation of the Network Availability Model
We conduct now a numerical evaluation of the availability of the GPRS infrastructure, by solving the composed network availability model of Figure 8 . A simulation approach is adopted, using the simulator offered by the UltraSAN tool [13] ; simulation is in fact appropriate for our evaluation purposes, given the nature of the measures and the order of magnitude of the searched results. At the same time, it allowed to represent real system conditions better than analytical approaches do (e.g., by choosing distribution functions resembling the occurrence of specific phenomena, and not be forced to the exponential distribution). In this experiment, as well as in subsequent numerical evaluations in Sections 4 and 5, results have been determined with 95% confidence interval and a relative confidence interval lower than 1%. Table 6 summarizes the main parameters involved in the analysis, together with the numerical values assigned to them in our experiments. Table 6 ). From the figure, the most probable outage has a duration of 5 seconds, which corresponds to the Mean Time to Spare (MTTS) of SGSN and GGSN components. The availability implied by K F = K R = 1 is that shown in Figure 9 (a). Setting K F > 1 implies reducing the probability of hardware failure while K R < 1 leads to faster components repair.
Then, not surprisingly, the case K F = 2 and K R = 0.8 results in the highest availability in the example depicted in Figure 9( 
Modeling the effects of outages on the GPRS behavior
This section introduces the GPRS service dependability model, elaborated from the study conducted in [15] , to analyze the effects of outages on the GPRS services. We focused on the GPRS behavior during the contention phase performed by users when making channel requests; this is actually a critical part, being a potential bottleneck for the system. Other GPRS critical phases, such as bottlenecks in up-link at points where traffic from several cells converge, as well as contention on down-link response messages, are not considered in this work. Accounting for them, and devising ways to include the contribution given by this study in a more complete framework, are interesting directions for next studies.
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• The time necessary for the system to get close enough to its expected, steady-state behavior, following the end of an outage (referred to as recovery time in the following);
• A measure of the service degradation, both during the outage and during the recovery time, expressed in terms of number of users that, by making a service request during such critical intervals, perceive the outage effects.
Then, the model has been built so as to allow the evaluation of both indicators; in fact, both 
Assumptions
The service dependability model has been defined under the following assumptions concerning the configuration of the GPRS and the behavior of users:
• Consistently with assumptions in Section 3.1, only one cell has been taken into account, containing a constant number of users, whose contexts are permanently retained (therefore no "attach" and "detach" procedures, to register and delete users information respectively, are considered in our study).
• All users belong to the same priority class and make requests with the same rate; they are indistinguishable from the point of view of generated traffic. This assumption is realistic in a scenario is which only basic GPRS services are provided, and no specific QoS level are negotiated; this is indeed the current situation of GPRS services.
• Once a request has been made, the user cannot abort it but has to wait until the service is provided. This choice is not realistic but conservative; it forces a higher load on the system, inducing a less favorable situation. From the request size point of view, a simple situation is assumed, where each request fit in one LLC frame (1600 bytes), according to a uniform distribution.
• The coding scheme considered is the CS-1, the most robust one among the four indicated by the standard; a transmission rate of 9.05 Kbp/s is therefore reflected in the model.
• At most one radio frequency is devoted to the GPRS traffic (8 time slots). This is a typical dimensioning of the assigned bandwidth to a GPRS cell.
• Each traffic channel is allocated to a single user at a time, who will retain it until the completion of his data transmission; concurrent usage of traffic channels and multi-slot assignments to a single user are not considered.
• In case traffic channels are completely busy, accepted requests are queued through an Access Grant Reservation, accordingly to the ETSI standard specification of GPRS.
The Service Dependability Model
As for the previous model, also the dependability model has been derived using the Stochastic Activity Networks formalism, as illustrated in Figure 10 . The meaning of the main model elements is explained in the following.
• The number of tokens in the place active represents the number of users that have sent successfully their up-link data; • Tokens in place new_request denote those users that send a new access request;
• The instantaneous transition req states the maximum number of attempts a user is allowed to make in sending an Access Burst. It has one case for each possibility; the associated probabilities have been derived on the basis of the parameters M, P, S, T and the timer;
• • Place w5 and activity wait_5s take into account those users that haven't been assigned any attempt. According to the standard specification, they have to wait 5 seconds before moving in the place block;
• The place block contains tokens representing those users which failed to get the right to access the network. A blocked user will do a new attempt after a time sampled from the timed activity b_to_n, having exponential rate and taking into account the Automatic Retransmission Time (ART);
• The activity slot_available simulates the 4 time slots of the PRACH radio block. The input gate P_i enables the transition PRACH_available only when the last PRACH period is already ended. The activity PRACH_available fires when a PRACH radio block is available; in this case, the output gate put_en puts 4 tokens (the 4 time slots in a PRACH)
-23 -in the place en. A token in the place enable simulates the arrival of one burst period of a PRACH;
• The instantaneous transition check_capture checks, stochastically, if there is a successful receipt of one Access Burst; if yes, a token is placed in one_accepted, unless the queue is full and there is no available traffic channel, in which case a token is put in all_discarded. The instantaneous transition who_is_passed fires when there is a successful receipt of one Access Burst (a token in one_accepted) and it allows to choose which level the accepted Access Burst comes from, placing a token in one of the places p1,...,p8 (each Access Burst at each level has the same probability to be the accepted one; this probability is then proportional to the number of channel requests for each level). The input gate control and the activity control_act update the number of tokens in the places ready1,...,ready8, try1,...,try8, fail1,...,fail8, wait0,...,wait7 and p1,...,p8;
• When there is a successful receipt of one Access Burst, the output gate choose_channel puts a token in one of the places ch1,...,ch7 if there is a free channel (that is at least a free pair between ch1-a1,....,ch7-a7), otherwise it puts a token in the place queue;
• A token in the place queue represents a request waiting for up-link channel reservation;
• The immediate transition q_control_a fires when a channel is released and there are requests in the queue. When transition q_control_a fires, the input gate q_control moves a token from queue to a place chn (ch1,ch2,..ch7), corresponding to the available channel;
• The timed activities su1,...,su7 simulate the set-up time of a radio link to send user data;
• The timed activities u1,...,u7 simulate the data send time.
The subnet including Petri net elements UNAVAILABLE, inp_out, outage, and
Outage_effects is used to represent the occurrence of outages, and the consequent repair of the system.
• A token in the place UNAVAILABLE represents the unavailability of the network. Note that this place is in common with the underlying network availability model;
• The input gate inp_out enables the transition outage without removing the token from the place UNAVAILABLE;
• The firing of the timed (but very fast) activity outage triggers the effects of an outage by means of the output gate Outage_effects. This gate simulates the effects of the fault through the inhibition of the immediate activity req and the gradual moving of the tokens of the whole net in the place new_request. For the sake of simplicity, the others Petri net elements which assure that the outage transition fires only once when there is a token in place UNAVAILABLE without removing it have been omitted.
Evaluating the effects of outages in GPRS systems
A detailed evaluation campaign on the effects of outages has been performed in [15] . There, the focus has been on a single outage of varying duration; its impact on the identified indicators (degradation during the outage and recovery time) has been deeply analyzed under varying users' population, users' characteristics and system workload.
In order to summarize the results shown in [15] , we present here a couple of figures picturing interesting results on the effects of outages; this will help the reader in better understanding the following evaluations. Table 7 reports the values assigned to the main parameters in the numerical evaluation. Note that the value 150 for the number of users in the cell is a realistic estimate, considering that a big GSM cell serves around 1500 users and 10% resources devoted to the GPRS traffic is a reasonable setting. The varying parameter in the experiments is the duration of outages. Figure   11 (a)), all users will be contending the resources and the system, when restarting, will have to face the highest overload possible.
The recovery time depends on the duration of outages as shown in Figure 11(b) . For low values of the outage duration the recovery time varies significantly, becoming almost independent from it in case of high outage durations (in the figure, greater than 160 seconds).
The GPRS Composed Model and its Evaluation
In this section the network model (Section 3) and service dependability model (Section 4) are combined and solved together. Evaluations on the join model are carried out to gain some insights on the effects of system availability and outages on the service provided by the GPRS system. At last, a sensitivity analysis shows how the frequency and duration of outages, given a fixed availability, affects the performance of GPRS.
The GPRS Composed Model
We now illustrate how the network availability model and the service dependability model have been composed in order to provide an accurate availability estimation of the GPRS system. The composed model allows taking into account both the availability of the components of the GPRS infrastructure, and the effects of outages on the user's perceived quality of service.
The composition of the previously described models is actually quite straightforward, as shown in Figure 12 , since it consists in joining the overall network availability (shown in Figure 8 ) with the service dependability subnet using the SAN Join operator. All the subnets -27 -are joined together having the place UNAVAILABLE as the only common place through which all the interactions take place. Looking at the Figures one may observe that for high load the user perceives a better QoS than just considering the network model. An explanation for such behavior is that the smooth degradation of the user perceived QoS when outages start out-weights the slow recovery after the system resumes operations. Actually the system is "always" overloaded so the overload at restarting does not cause any particular harm. Moving towards lower loads, opposite trends are observed. First, the effect of the slow restart determines the users to perceive a loss of QoS due to the congestion at system restart. In the present parameters setting, for inter request times of 80 seconds the degradation is the highest leading to a worsening of availability of about 20%. Then, for higher values of the inter request time (implying decreasing load), the tendency inverts, since the most probable outages still last just few seconds (precisely, 5 seconds according to Figure 9 (a)), whose impact on user requests is therefore diminishing more and more. Although more apparent in Figure 13 
On the Impact of Outage Frequency and Duration
In the previous subsection we modeled a specific GPRS network architecture, for which we obtained an accurate estimation of the service availability provided to GPRS users.
Moreover, the hierarchical modeling methodology we introduced in this paper easily lends itself to extend the range of investigations: in this section we perform a sensitivity analysis to study how user perceived availability changes depending on the characteristics of the supporting GPRS architectures. To achieve this, two directions are possible. One is to vary the values of the parameters of the architecture described in Figure 3 , reported in Table 6 .
The other is to abstract from any specific GPRS components architecture and consider only the compound network availability, thus varying the overall availability, and the frequency and duration of outages periods.
The second alternative offers the possibility to widen our scenario and not to remain restricted to the architecture described earlier in the paper; moreover such sensitivity analysis may be performed in an efficient way. We consider a composed model as the one in Figure   12 Table 7 . Solving the modified composed model with varying the MTTR (and, accordingly, the MTTO) parameter allows exploring various -30 -interesting scenarios, in which the average availability is kept fixed, but the frequencies of outage occurrences and repairs can be changed. Figure 14 shows the reduction (percentage) of users served per hour at varying MTTR for inter request time of 80 seconds, and fixing the network availability to .998516 (which is the availability of the system studied throughout the paper). We can observe that if the MTTR is short we have actually a gain in the QoS provided to users. This means that among all architectures with the same "basic" availability, those with more frequent and shorter outages offer to their users a better "user perceived" QoS. It can be noted that architectures with a worse availability and short and frequent outages may even perform better than architectures with a better availability but very rare and long ones. This becomes apparent observing the curves in Figure 15 (a): e.g., the number of users served by a system with an overall availability of .98 and MTTR of 10 seconds is higher than the number of users served by a system with an overall availability of .99 and MTTR of 10000 seconds.
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Conclusions
The work presented in this paper contributes to the analysis of GPRS by providing a modeling approach to better understand the effects of outage periods on the service provision. The goal was to improve the behavior analysis of such systems, to gain insights on the user perception of the QoS. A modeling approach has been followed, adopting the powerful modeling capabilities of Stochastic Activity Networks. Starting from a quite classical availability study of GPRS, based on the dependability of the various components of the GPRS infrastructure, the network dependability figures are combined into a very detailed service model that is used to analyze the overload effect that GPRS has to face after outages.
The result of this modeling is an enhanced availability analysis, which goes beyond the classical network perspective that is commonly taken when studying the availability of telecommunications systems, by including in the analysis a user and application perspective of the dependability of GPRS services. A typical GPRS configuration has been deeply analyzed and evaluated, in terms of a few identified QoS indicators, namely the number of served users per hour (and related measures) and the variation in system availability when including outages effects with respect to the bare network availability analysis. Interesting results have been observed, which can be fruitfully exploited in devising GPRS configurations adequate to maintain an acceptable QoS also in critical, overload conditions. Additionally, some sensitivity analysis has been performed at varying the frequency and duration of outages periods and for different values of network availability. Again, the objective of this study has been to enrich the knowledge of the impact of the outage phenomenon, in order to better cope with it and improve user satisfaction.
